Cisco ACI Mini Fabric

Power, space, and/or cooling restrictions?
Do you need to deploy or extend your current Cisco ACI network more cost effectively?

Telco and enterprise customers are expanding their data center footprints and need a solution that can address their smaller remote and satellite locations where power, cooling, space, and cost are challenges. Additionally, small-to-medium-sized businesses are looking for a data center solution that provides an aggressive entry price point.

Cisco ACI Mini Fabric provides a cost-effective solution for smaller scale deployments in an optimized 5RU footprint.

What is included
Start your Cisco ACI deployment with these Mini Fabric components:
1. Mini fabric spine/APIC bundle
2. Leaf switches bundles

Contact your Cisco partner or account manager for more information and to take advantage of special offers.

To facilitate customer success, Cisco is proposing a special bundle that offers a 16% discount.
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